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Abstract
The reduction from two-dimensional-discrete tomography to max-ﬂow problem is well-known
[Gale, A theorem on ﬂows in networks, Paciﬁc J. Math. 7 (1957) 1073–1082]. This approach is based
on the natural correspondence between two-dimensional lattices and bipartite graphs. We extend this
result in dimension 3 by reducing three-dimensional discrete tomography to multicommodity ﬂow
problems. Two reductions are presented, one considering discrete tomography with multisets while
the other one works with sets.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The expression of two-dimensional-discrete tomography in terms of graphs is known
since the ﬁrst steps of this ﬁeld [4,6,8]. The numbers of points of a lattice set belonging to
each row and column correspond with the numbers of edges issued from the vertices of the
corresponding subgraph (Fig. 1).
This correspondence provides a reduction from two-dimensional-discrete tomography to
ﬂow-max problem (Fig. 2).
The purpose of this paper is to extend this reduction to three-dimensional discrete
tomography according to three linearly independent directions (a problem that we call
3DT) (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. A two-dimensional lattice set and its corresponding graph. The number of points of the lattice set in row
Ri (with 1 i5) is equal to the number of edges of the graph issued from vertex Ri . The number of points of
the lattice set in column Cj (with 1j6) is the number of edges of the graph issued from vertex Cj .
Fig. 2.An instance of two-dimensional discrete tomography and its encoding in a ﬂow-max instance. The capacities
of the edges of the bipartite graph (from the left to the right) are all 1. With this instance, the maximal ﬂow is
bounded by 1 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 1 = 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10. A solution of the discrete tomography problem is
given by the set of edges involved in a ﬂow equal to 10.
Fig. 3. An instance of 3DT.
Problem 1 (3DT). Given: three positive integers m, n, l and three positive integer matrices












Question: existence of a lattice set of [1..m] × [1..n] × [1..l] having for any (i, j, k) ∈
[1..m] × [1..n] × [1..l] exactly ri,k points verifying x = i and z = k, cj,k points verifying
y = j and z = k and vi,j points verifying x = i and y = j?
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We reduce problem 3DT to an extension of ﬂow-max problem called integer multicom-
modity ﬂow (MCF) [1] problem.We begin in next sectionwith a natural reduction from 3DT
to MCF. This reduction works if l = 2 or if one of the matrices is binary but unfortunately,
in the general case, it provides multisets instead of sets. This result being not satisfying,
we provide in Section 3 another reduction supplying real sets of solutions with a heavier
device.
2. Reduction from 3DT to MCF in the framework of multisets
2.1. Multicommodity ﬂow problem
The source and the terminal of a ﬂow-max instance are not enough for encoding the
variable number of levels of a 3DT instance. A reduction requires more sources and more
terminals. It is the framework of a classical problem of combinatorial optimization called
integer multicommodity ﬂow and denoted MCF:
Problem 2 (MCF). Given: (1) G(V,E) a directed ﬁnite graph of vertices V and of edges
E (the edge from u to v is denoted u → v).
(2) a capacity function (capacity : E → N).
(3) an integer K providing the number of commodities.
(4) a list of K vertices (sk)1kK called “sources”.
(5) a list of K vertices (tk)1kK called “terminals”.
(6) a list of K positive integers (fmink)1kK providing the required ﬂow of each
commodity.
Question: Does there exist a function fk : E → N of indices between 1 and K verifying
(a) for any edge u → v ∈ E,∑Kk=1 fk(u → v)capacity(u → v)
(b) for any vertex v ∈ V/{sk,tk/1kK} and any index k ∈ {1 · · ·K}, we have
∑
u→v∈E ×
fk(u → v) =∑v→w∈E fk(v → w)
(c) Fk =∑sk→v∈E f (sk → v)fmink (we have also Fk =
∑
u→tk∈E fk(u → tk)).
MCF is a problemof ﬂowwhere each commodity issued from a given source sk is directed
towards the corresponding terminal tk , the ﬁnal value of the ﬂow being Fk (Fig. 4). This
class of problems is proved to be NP-complete since 1976 by Even, Itai, and Shamir in a
paper also proving the NP-completeness of 3DT with l = 3 and binary matrices [2,5]. The
original proofs of these two results are independent, whereas we are going to show that
3DT can be reduced to MCF.
Fig. 4. An instance of MCF with three commodities and a solution represented with three grey levels on the right.
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Fig. 5. The instance of MCF built from the 3DT instance drawn in Fig. 3.
2.2. Reduction with multiplicities
From an instance of three-dimensional discrete tomography 3DT, we build an instance
of MCF problem (we assume that l > 1) as follows:
• Take K = l − 1 as number of commodities.
• Put in V the vertices Ri corresponding to the rows (with 1 im), the vertices Cj
corresponding to the columns (with 1jn) and 2.K other vertices denoted sk and tk
with 1kK .
• Put in E the mK edges going from vertices sk (with 1kK) to the vertices Ri (with
1 im) and choose capacity(sk → Ri) = ri,k .
• Add in E all the nK edges going from the vertices Cj (with 1jn) to the vertices tk
(with 1kK) and choose Cj → tk namely capacity(Cj → tk) = cj,k .
• Add in E the mn edges going from the vertices Ri to the vertices Cj with 1 im,
1jn and choose capacity(Ri → Cj ) = vi,j .
• Take fmink =∑mi=1 ri,k =
∑n
j=1 cj,k for any index k between 1 and l − 1.
It provides a multicommodity instance of MCF (Fig. 5).
Let us assume now that the MCF instance built from the 3DT instance has a solution
(fk)1kK .Wedeﬁne from this solution amultiset S of the lattice [1..m]×[1..n]×[1..l]: the
multiplicity (i, j, k) of the point (i, j, k) in S is (i, j, k) = fk(Ri → Cj ) if 1k l − 1
while (i, j, l) = vi,j −∑Kk=1 fk(Ri → Cj ) if k = l (condition (a) guarantees that it is a
positive integer).
Let us prove that the multiset S is a solution of the instance of 3DT. The satisfaction
of the vertical constraints
∑l
k=1 (i, j, k) = vi,j is a direct consequence of the deﬁni-
tion of the multiplicities of the points (i, j, l). For any index 1k l − 1, the satisfaction
of the horizontal constraints
∑m
i=1 (i, j, k) = cj,k comes from the opposite inequali-
ties
∑m
i=1 (i, j, k) =
∑m
i=1 fk(Ri → Cj ) = fk(Cj → tk)capacity(Cj → tk) =
cj,k and
∑m,n
i=1,j=1 (i, j, k) =
∑m,n
i=1,j=1 fk(Ri → Cj ) = Fkfmink =
∑n
j=1 cj,k .





Cj )) =∑mi=1 vi,j −
∑m,l−1
i=1,k=1 fk(Ri → Cj ). It leads to
∑m
i=1 (i, j, l) =
∑l
k=1 cj,k −∑l−1,m




k=1 cj,k = cj,l . Symmetric arguments prove
∑n
j=1
(i, j, k) = ri,k for any pair of indices (i, k) ∈ [1..m] × [1..l].
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Conversely, there is no difﬁculty to verify that a multiset solution of a 3DT instance pro-
vides a ﬂow fk(Ri → Cj ) = (i, j, k) verifying all conditions (a)–(c) of the corresponding
MCF instance.
As the time of computation of the MCF instance is linear in the size of the 3DT instance,
we have proved the following proposition:
Proposition 3. 3DT with multisets can be polynomially reduced to MCF with l − 1 com-
modities.
In several cases, this reduction allows to obtainmultisetswith binarymultiplicities namely
sets. It is the case if one of the matrices (ri,k), (ci,k) or (vi,j ) is binary. Then a corollary of
Proposition 3 and of the NP-completeness of 3DT with l = 3 and binary matrices [2] is the
NP-completeness of MCF with only two commodities (see [2] for the original proof).
Another case where this reduction can be used is l = 2. In this framework, the feasible
values vi,j are 0, 1 and 2, but when a value vi,j is 2, there is no ambiguity about the points:
we can delete them temporarily by replacing the value vi,j by 0 and decrementing ri,k and
cj,k . It reduces problem 3DT with l = 2 to an instance of 3DT with l = 2 and a binary
matrix (vi,j ). The reduction to MCF leads to an instance of MCF problem with only one
commodity. This problem can be solved in polynomial time by any max-ﬂow algorithms
and, for instance, by the augmenting path method [3]. It proves the following result:
Proposition 4. 3DT with l = 2 can be solved in polynomial time.
This result was already given in [2], where a direct polynomial algorithm is presented
without any reference to max-ﬂow algorithms.
3. Reduction from 3DT to MCF in the framework of sets
If l > 2 and if there is nobinarymatrix in (ri,k), (ci,k)or (vi,j ), the previous reduction from
3DT to MCF provides multisets. The constraint to supply sets requires another reduction
based on a more complex device. This new reduction is again built on the principle of
reduction of two-dimensional-discrete tomography but it requires now more vertices and
more edges (Fig. 6):
• Take K = l as number of commodities.
• Put in V 2.l vertices denoted sk and tk with 1k l, lm vertices Ri,k corresponding to the
rows (with 1 im and 1k l), ln vertices Cj,k corresponding to the columns (with
1jn and 1k l), and 2mn vertices Vi,j and V ′i,j corresponding to the vertical lines
(with 1 im and 1jn).
• Put in E the ml edges going from vertices sk to the vertices Ri,k with capacity capacity(sk
→ Ri,k) = ri,k .
• Add in E the nl edges going from the vertices Cj,k to the vertices tk with capacity
capacity(Cj,k → tk) = cj,k .
• Add in E the mnl edges going from the vertices Ri,k to the vertices Vi,j with capacity
capacity(Ri,k → Vi,j ) = 1.
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Fig. 6. The MCF instance built from the 3DT instance drawn in Fig. 3.
• Add in E the mn edges going from the vertices Vi,j to the vertices V ′i,j with capacity
capacity(Vi,j → V ′i,j ) = vi,j .
• Add in E the mnl edges going from the vertices V ′i,j to the vertices Cj,k with capacity
capacity(V ′i,j → Ck,j ) = 1.
• Take fmink =∑mi=1 ri,k =
∑n
j=1 cj,k for any index k between 1 and l.
Each commodity corresponds to a level k of the 3DT instance and we are not very far to
solve each one independently as in dimension 2 with vertices sk , Ri,k , Cj,k and tk . For any
pair (i, j), we take care of the vertical projection by concentrating the ﬂows going from
vertices Ri,k to vertices Cj,k through the edge Vi,j → V ′i,j whose capacity is exactly vi,j
(Fig. 6). This structure controls the numbers of points in the vertical lines. A solution of the
3DT instance is obtained from a solution of the corresponding MCF instance by taking as
multiplicities (i, j, k) = fk(Ri,k → Vi,j ) = fk(Vi,j → V ′i,j ) = fk(V ′i,j → Ck,j ). The
multiplicity of (i, j, k) is now guaranteed to be 0 or 1 by the capacities of edges Ri,k → Vi,j
or V ′i,j → Ck,j equal to 1. Conversely, a solution of the 3DT instance provides a solution
of the corresponding MCF instance by taking the ﬂows fk(Ri,k → Vi,j ) = fk(Vi,j →
V ′i,j ) = fk(V ′i,j → Ck,j ) = (i, j, k). This sketch of proof leads to the following result:
Proposition 5. 3DT with sets can be polynomially reduced to MCF with K = l
commodities.
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4. Conclusion
The second reduction from 3DT to MCF is more complicated than the ﬁrst method but
it yields only sets, whereas the ﬁrst coding provides multisets. In the cases where they both
provide sets namely if one of thematrices of the instance of 3DT is binary or if l = 2, the ﬁrst
reduction should be chosen rather than the other one because it requires one commodity less
without speaking about the numbers of edges and vertices which are signiﬁcantly smaller.
This reduction is more efﬁcient. These two encodings translate three-dimensional discrete
tomography instances in MCF problems which can be solved by any method of this ﬁeld.
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